SUMMARY We developed a quantitative evaluation method for luminance and color uniformity on a display screen. In this paper, we report the analysis result of a viewer perception of luminance and color uniformity. In experiments, observers subjectively evaluated Mura images which were showed on the light emitting diode (LED) backlight screen by adjusting the luminance of each LED. We measured the luminance and color distributions of the Mura images by a 2D colorimeter, then, the measured data was converted into S-CIELAB. In S-CIELAB calculations, two dimensional MTF (Modulation Transfer Function) of human eye were used in which anisotropic properties of the spatial frequency response of human vision were considered. Some indexes for a quantitative evaluation model were extracted by the image processing. The significant indexes were determined by the multiple regression analysis to quantify the degree of uniformity of the backlight screen. The luminance uniformity evaluation model and color uniformity evaluation model were derived from this analysis independently. In addition, by integrating both of these models we derived a quantitative evaluation model for luminance and color unevenness simultaneously existing on the screen. 
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1. Introduction

For more accurate color rendering and environmental considerations, light emitting diodes (LEDs) are now used for backlighting in liquid crystal displays (LCDs). With direct LED backlighting, however, local non-uniformity called “Mura” commonly occurs due to the unevenness of the light emission. As a result, the picture deteriorates. Numerous studies on quantitative evaluation techniques of luminance uniformity have been carried out [1]–[5]. In one study a formula was proposed to estimate the just noticeable difference (JND) contrast on various background luminance levels using distinct Mura shapes such as rectangles, circles and lines of various sizes [6]. This method is expected to be useful for detecting major defects on display panels, but for the indistinct Mura caused by optical errors in the display device such as the light source defects or, optical sheets or mechanical distortion of LCD module, a quantitative uniformity evaluation method has not been established. Visual inspection conducted by experienced inspectors is commonly used to evaluate display screen uniformity. The visual inspection is the predominant method to evaluate indistinct Mura, although the inspection usually requires more time and higher cost. Therefore a need exists to inspect Mura using optically measured criteria that correspond with human perception.

In our previous studies, the relationship between human perception and photometric data was investigated to quantify the degree of uniformity of a screen [7], [8]. In these studies, quantitative evaluations of luminance uniformity and color uniformity were investigated independently, even though luminance unevenness and color unevenness simultaneously exist in general. In the present study, we report a method for quantitative uniformity evaluation of a display screen on which both luminance unevenness and color unevenness simultaneously exist.

2. Experimental Method

2.1 Apparatus

A 40-inch liquid crystal display (SONY KDL-40X5000) and the backlight screen (40-inch diagonal) were prepared for the experiment. The backlight screen was composed of 448 basic modules consisting of red, green and blue LEDs and a diffuser plate on it. The green LED was used for two in one basic module. The basic modules were arrayed in a matrix of 28 × 16 as shown in Fig. 1.

This backlight screen was produced to reproduce evaluation stimuli of Mura for the experiment. The luminance of each LED could be controlled independently to change the brightness, the chroma and the hue of the basic module. The backlight screen was adjusted to a brightness of 170 cd/m² and a chromaticity of D65 to define the background. The result of measurement data in whole screen showed that the average of the brightness was 171 cd/m² and the maximum brightness difference was 2.6 cd/m². The maximum chromaticity difference of CIE x and y was 0.0014 and 0.0018.
respectively, on whole screen. Then, to simulate the Mura for evaluation, “Basic Mura” conditions were determined in the $L^*a^*b^*$ color space, as shown in Fig. 2. Every basic module was able to control according to these conditions to create the Mura on this backlight screen.

2.2 Evaluation Stimulus

The ITU-R five-grade impairment scale [9] is well known as a method for subjective assessment of image quality. However, it is necessary to obtain a subjective evaluation value of Mura as a continuous and proportional scale to show the continuous relation between the characteristics of the Mura image and the subjective evaluation value. In the experiment, observers evaluated evaluation stimuli comparing with a standard stimulus by the magnitude estimate (ME) method [10]. Evaluation stimuli and a standard stimulus were created by a following procedure for the experiment.

To create evaluation stimuli, eight areas were defined as shown in Fig. 3 for the arrangement of basic Mura. The basic modules were arrayed in a matrix of $7 \times 8$ per area. Three areas were randomly chosen from the eight areas, and the basic Mura was randomly arranged in each of these three areas. The degree of non-uniformity was controlled by the level of the basic Mura conditions and the number of modules applied. The combination matrices of the basic Mura conditions and the number of applications in one area are shown in Table 1. According to (a) in Table 1, nine combinations of the basic Mura and module numbers are applied. The basic Mura conditions were randomly chosen depending on the level of $\Delta E_{ab}^*$ in each combination. For instance combination whose $\Delta E_{ab}^*$ level is 2,4,6, basic mura were randomly chosen from all the basic mura conditions shown in Fig. 2. Three combinations were chosen from these nine combinations with allowing repeated combinations. The number of combinations with repetition to choose three conditions from nine is as 165 in all by the following calculation.

$$C_{9,3} = \binom{9 + 3 - 1}{3} = \frac{(9 + 3 - 1)!}{3!(9 - 1)!} = 165$$

Based on the previous studies [7], [8], luminance uniformity evaluation values and color uniformity evaluation values were computed for these 165 evaluation stimuli. And sum of these evaluation values were computed for a reference of the degree of non-uniformity. All the combinations were sorted in ascending order and then referring with this reference data, 15 combinations were chosen so that the interval of each reference value became equal. Then, the evaluation stimuli of the mixtures of luminance and color unevenness were created to provide a diverse degree of non-uniformity to the evaluation stimuli according to this method. To reduce the influence of multicollinearity in a multiple regression model for a further statistical analysis, additional evaluation stimuli were created which should...
have low correlation between luminance evaluation value and color uniformity evaluation value. To assure independence of the luminance and color evaluation value, in addition to the above 15 evaluation stimuli, another 30 evaluation stimuli were created so as to keep the same degree of luminance uniformity with the above 15 evaluation stimuli and varied the degree of color uniformity. (15 evaluation stimuli were created by adding only uneven color areas to three of remaining five areas and 15 evaluation stimuli were created by adding only uneven color areas to five of remaining five areas.) Then, 45 evaluation stimuli were prepared for the experiment.

A standard stimulus was prepared aside from the evaluation stimuli. A bitmap image was shown on the LCD-TV as a standard stimulus. A bitmap image was made by taking a picture of the backlight screen image on which an evaluation stimulus was shown. Because the observer tends to experience the difficulty in doing a good evaluation in our experience, the degree of non-uniformity was defined slightly lower than the average of evaluation stimuli so that the observers could evaluate them more easily. According to this sense, several bitmap images were made and one bitmap image was determined as a standard stimulus.

At first the luminance uniformity evaluation model [7] was verified using 32 uneven luminance evaluation stimuli. And then the color uniformity evaluation model [8] was verified using 20 uneven luminance evaluation stimuli. Finally by using 45 evaluation stimuli of the mixtures of luminance and color unevenness, a quantitative uniformity evaluation model on which both luminance and color unevenness simultaneously exist was investigated.

2.3 Observers and Experimental Conditions

The observers were 20 males and 20 females aged 19 to 24 years. Their decimal visual acuity was better than 0.7 and they had no color vision deficiencies. The visual properties of all observers were tested before the experiment. The experiments were conducted in the dark room. The backlight and an LCD TV were arranged side by side (Fig. 4). The evaluation stimulus was presented on the backlight screen and the standard stimulus was presented on the LCD TV. Observers evaluated the screen uniformity at a distance of 1.5 m from the screen.

In the experiment, observers were asked to assign their own numerical value to the perceived degree of uniformity of the evaluation stimulus in comparison with the degree of uniformity of standard stimulus by the magnitude estimate (ME) method [10]. These values were standardized such that each observer’s average of all conditions was equal to 0 and the standard deviation was equal to 1, because the raw evaluation values had different ranges and variations among observers. We refer to the standardized values as ME values. A higher ME value shows a worse evaluation of the degree of uniformity. In all 98, evaluation stimuli were evaluated, and the average ME value for each evaluation stimuli were used for further analysis.

3. Results

3.1 Measurement Data Processing Method

The optical properties of the evaluation stimuli were measured using a two-dimensional luminance colorimeter (ICAM-3FW, DELTA, 1280 × 960 pixels). The measurement data (CIE YXZ) were processed with a 5 × 5 median filter. This is important to eliminate the noise caused by the measurement equipment or the conditions [8].

The measurement data were converted to \( L^* \) and \( C^*_{ab} \) \((C^*_{ab} = \sqrt{a^*^2 + b^*^2})\) values using the extended S-CIELAB model [11]. In the S-CIELAB calculations, the measurement data were transformed into opponent-color space defined as three dimensions described w/k, r/g, and b/y channels. The w/k channel is a luminance component. The r/g and the b/y channel are chromaticity component of red to green and blue to yellow, respectively. Each of the opponent-color data was convolved with the visual spatial sensitivity filter for that color dimension. Then, the filtered data were transformed to CIELAB [12].

Two dimensional isotropic MTF (Modulation Transfer Function) filters are used in S-CIELAB model. However the spatial frequency response has the property of direction dependence in the human vision [13]. Therefore, this anisotropic property of the spatial frequency response in human vision is considered in the extended S-CIELAB. It was proposed to measure color reproduction errors of digital images more suitable for human vision. In this study, we examine the prediction of the uniformity evaluation model for ME values by using \( L^* \) and \( C^*_{ab} \) calculated by the extended S-CIELAB model. The \( L^* \) data were used to analyze the luminance uniformity evaluation and the \( C^*_{ab} \) data were used
to analyze the color uniformity evaluation.

3.2 Luminance Uniformity Evaluation Method

The mean L∗ value of all pixels in the active area of the backlight screen was calculated for 32 uneven luminance evaluation stimuli. The difference between the mean value and the actual L∗ values of each pixel was subsequently calculated in the same area. Then, the following four indexes were computed by the image processing, as described in the following (a) through (d). (a) The “high and low luminance area” was determined as the ratio of the pixel counts whose L∗ difference was larger than 0.3 to all pixel counts in the active area. (b) The “maximum luminance difference” was determined as the maximum L∗ difference in the active area. A 3 × 3 Sobel filter was used to extract the area of the luminance gradient. A pixel of a luminance gradient larger than 0.5 was determined as the luminance edge. This threshold value corresponds to a luminance gradient of 0.5/mm on the backlight screen. (c) The “Luminance edge area” was determined as the ratio of the pixel counts of the detected luminance edge to all pixel counts in the active area. (d) The “number of luminance edges” was determined as the count of the number of edges. These four indexes were revealed as significant factors for predicting the degree of luminance uniformity [7]. Because in this present study the median filter process was added to eliminate noise, the multiple regression analysis was carried out to verify the previous evaluation model. Multiple regression analysis was carried out to determine significant factors for predicting the ME value as a dependent variable with these four indexes as explanatory variables. The analysis result showed that the three indexes which were (a) The “high and low luminance area”, (b) The “maximum luminance difference”; and (c) The “luminance edge area” are significant for predicting the ME value (Table 2). The following multiple regression model was obtained to calculate the predicted ME values.

$$Y_{Lum} = 1.901X_a + 0.186X_b + 19.922X_c - 1.794$$

(2)

$$Y_{Lum}$$: Predicted ME value for luminance uniformity

$$X_a$$: Value of the “high and low luminance area”

$$X_b$$: Value of the “maximum luminance difference”

$$X_c$$: Value of the “luminance edge area”

In the previous study, the “number of edges” was chosen as a significant index to predict the ME value. However, it was not chosen as a significant factor in the present study. In the present study, a median filter process was added to eliminate noise; therefore, the luminance edge caused by the noise might be eliminated. For this reason the “number of luminance edges” was not extracted as a significant factor. Even if the number of explanatory variables was reduced from 4 to 3, a high correlation still existed between the predicted ME values and the experimental ME values in the analysis of the 32 evaluation stimuli, as shown in Fig. 5. Therefore it is considered that the above model is more suitable for predicting the ME values of the luminance uniformity, and this model is proposed for the luminance uniformity evaluation.

3.3 Color uniformity Evaluation Method

The following model was proposed in our previous study [8]. Color uniformity evaluation method was investigated with modified C∗ab ($C_{ab}^* = \sqrt{(a^*a^*)^2 + (b^*b^*)^2}$) considering with the hue influence to human perception. And three indexes as described in the following (e) through to (g) were derived as significant factors for predicting the degree of color uniformity. (e) The “uneven color area” was determined as the ratio of the pixel counts whose C∗ab value was larger than 2.0 to all pixel counts in the active area. (f) The “maximum chroma” was determined as the maximum C∗ab value in the active area. A 3 × 3 Sobel filter was used to extract the area of the chroma gradient. A pixel of a chroma
gradient larger than 2.0 was determined as the chroma edge. This threshold value corresponded to the chroma gradient of 2.0/mm on the backlight screen. (g) The “chroma edge area” was determined as the ratio of the detected chroma edge to all pixel counts in active area. And the following formula was proposed.

\[ Y_{\text{Color}} = 3.965X_e + 0.016X_f + 12.757X_g - 1.523 \]  

(3)

\( Y_{\text{Color}} \): Predicted ME value for color uniformity
\( X_e \): Value of the “uneven color area”
\( X_f \): Value of the “maximum chroma”
\( X_g \): Value of the “chroma edge area”

To validate the above evaluation model 20 color uniformity evaluation stimuli were used for the analysis. The predicted ME values were computed based on the above model with the 20 color uniformity evaluation stimuli. As shown in Fig. 6, a high correlation existed between the predicted ME values and the experimental ME values in the analysis of the 20 evaluation stimuli. It was confirmed that this model was able to predict the degree of color uniformity accurately.

3.4 Integration of Luminance and Color Uniformity Evaluation Method

As described above, the luminance uniformity evaluation model and color uniformity evaluation model were derived from the analysis of each evaluation stimulus. However, luminance unevenness and color unevenness simultaneously exist in general. Therefore a general uniformity evaluation method was investigated by analyzing 45 evaluation stimuli mixtures of luminance and color unevenness. A linear equation model was investigated by involving the luminance evaluation value and the color uniformity evaluation value. The \( Y_{\text{Lum}} \) and \( Y_{\text{Color}} \) values of these evaluation stimuli were computed using Eqs. (2) and (3), respectively. To derive a general uniformity evaluation model, a multiple regression analysis was carried out with the ME values as dependent variables and the luminance uniformity evaluation values (\( Y_{\text{Lum}} \)) and color uniformity evaluation values (\( Y_{\text{Color}} \)) as explanatory variables. The analysis results are shown in Table 3, and the following multiple regression model was derived from the analysis.

\[ Y_{\text{Gen}} = 0.705Y_{\text{Lum}} + 0.634Y_{\text{Color}} + 0.498 \]  

(4)

\( Y_{\text{Gen}} \): Predicted ME value of the general uniformity evaluation

The predicted ME values of the 45 evaluation stimuli were computed based on this model. As shown in Fig. 7, a high correlation existed between the predicted ME values and the experimental ME values in the analysis of the 45 evaluation stimuli. A very accurate uniformity evaluation model was obtained by integrating both the luminance and the color evaluation models. Therefore, we propose this multiple regression model as a general uniformity evaluation model.
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**Fig. 6** Correlation between the experimental ME values and the predicted ME values (color uniformity).
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**Fig. 7** Correlation between the experimental ME values and the predicted ME values (integrated uniformity of luminance and color unevenness).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R²</th>
<th>Adjusted R²</th>
<th>F value</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.932</td>
<td>0.929</td>
<td>293.93</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Partial regression coefficient</th>
<th>Standardized partial regression coefficient</th>
<th>F value</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Luminance uniformity</td>
<td>0.7054</td>
<td>0.2682</td>
<td>36.27</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color uniformity</td>
<td>0.6338</td>
<td>0.8149</td>
<td>334.80</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>0.4978</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3** The multiple regression analysis result (luminance and color uniformity).
4. Verification of the Evaluation Models

4.1 Apparatus and Evaluation Stimulus

To verify the above three uniformity evaluation models, a second experiment was conducted. The same apparatus was used in this experiment. The condition of the backlight and the LCD-TV were also the same condition as those in the first experiment. However, all the following evaluation stimuli were remade by the same method used in the first experiment: 32 uneven luminance evaluation stimuli, 20 color uneven evaluation stimuli and 45 luminance and color uneven evaluation stimuli. The same combination matrix in the first experiment was used to create the evaluation stimuli, but the arrangement of the basic Mura condition was re-defined at random. The same standard evaluation stimulus as the first experiment was used in this experiment.

4.2 Observers

In this experiment, another 50 observers (25 male and 25 female) evaluated the degree of uniformity of all the evaluation stimuli with the same procedure and conditions as those in the first experiment. The same observers as the first experiment were not included in this experiment. Then, the ME values were obtained for all evaluation stimuli.

4.3 Experimental Result

The luminance uniformity evaluation values with 32 luminance uniformity evaluation stimuli and color uniformity evaluation values with 20 color uniformity evaluation values were computed by each evaluation model. As shown in Figs. 8 and 9, a high correlation obtained between the predicted ME values and the experimental ME values in the analysis of each evaluation stimulus. Also, the general uniformity evaluation values were computed with 45 luminance and color uniformity evaluation stimuli. As shown in Fig. 10, a high correlation obtained between the predicted ME values and the experimental ME values in the analysis of the 45 evaluation stimuli. Based on these verification results, the accuracy of all the uniformity evaluation models was confirmed.

5. Discussion

To reveal the influence of uneven luminance and uneven color to the human perception, 15 evaluation stimuli mixture of luminance and color unevenness were analyzed. The predicted ME values of luminance and color uniformity with these 15 evaluation stimuli were computed by using formula (2) and (3) respectively as shown in Fig. 11 (result from the first experiment) and Fig. 12 (result from the second experiment). The distribution of the predicted ME values of the color uniformity evaluation shifted to larger values than those of the luminance uniformity evaluation however the basic mura condition was randomly chosen in these 15 evaluation stimuli. The threshold value of the uneven area and the uneven edge area for the luminance uniformity evaluation were much lower than those for the color uniformity evaluation as described in Sect. 3. And as shown in the statistics parameters in Table 3, the standardized partial re-
Regression coefficient of the color uniformity was higher than that of the luminance uniformity. These results may indicate that the observers perception of luminance unevenness is more sensitive than that of color unevenness, whereas the observer may evaluate severe for color uniformity once he or she perceives color unevenness on the screen.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, a luminance evaluation model was proposed. The accuracy of the evaluation model for color evaluation was confirmed. By integrating these models, a highly accurate model was also proposed to evaluate the degree of general uniformity. These evaluation models were verified by a second experiment. The accuracy of all three uniformity evaluation models was confirmed. We used the LED backlight to simulate both luminance Mura and color Mura independently in the experiment. However, these proposed uniformity evaluation models are generally applicable for evaluating a display screen, and so are useful for developing display devices. In addition, it may indicate that the observers‘ perception of luminance unevenness is more sensitive than that of color unevenness, whereas the observer may evaluate severe for color uniformity once he or she perceives color unevenness on the screen.
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